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Interlabial pad and package thereof

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a Continuation of International Application No. PCT/JP02/04885 filed

May 21, 2002, which apphcation published in Japanese on Nov. 28, 2002 as WO
02/094149 Al under PCT Article 21(2).

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Technical Field

The present invention relates to an interlabial pad used by fixation to the female labia,

more specifically an interlabial pad which can be used with a sanitary n^kin, and a

wrapping body ofs^flie interlabial pad, wherein the interlabial pad is packaged in a

wrapping container for individual wrapping.

Background of Art

Conventionally, a sanitary napkin and a tampon are used generally as sanitary products

for female. However, there have been problems that as for the sanitary nqjkin used by

bringing into contact with clothes, it tends to cause the leak ofmenstrual blood fi-om the

gap caused by poor contact state near the ostium vaginae, while it tends to cause a foreign

feeling and discomfort as for the tampon, because of the nature ofthe product while

wearing it, and it is difficuh to fix it into the vagina.

Under such situation, a sanitary product ofan interlabial pad have attracted people as a

sanitary product positioned between the sanitary napkin and the tampon in recent years.
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The iiiterlabial pad is used by inserting its part between the labia arid bringing it into

cbiitact with the labia, having advantages that it excels in a feeling ofwearing and is

comfortable because ofbeing small as compared with the sanitary napkin, and it is

sanitary and clean because the range of the body smeared with menstrual blood is narrow.

Moreover, it has characteristics that it is difficult to cause the leak ofmenstrual blood

because of higher intimacy to the body than that of the sanitary napkin and psychological

resistance to wearing is lower than that ofthe tampon which is inserted into the vagina.

Incidentally, incontinence preventive devices which prevent incontinence in women are

an example of a product used by fixation to the labia as in the case with the interlabial

pad. Among incontinence preventive devices, to facilitate removal fi-om between the

labia after use by the wearer, for example, an incontinence preventive device 24

composed of an elastic main body 26 which closes the urethra as shown in FIG. 2, and

has projections such as a ring 28 on the clothes-side (labial non-contacting side) is

disclosed (Japanese Patent Publication No. 1994-506368).

The above mentioned incontinence preventive device has been designed to facilitate

removal procedures by picking the projection on the clothes-side of the device when the

wearer removes the device fi-om between the labia after use. However, this device has

problems as listed below.

Firstly, it is difficult for the wearer to visually identify the projection while wearing the

device because the projection (ring 28) is attached near the center of the device on the

clothes-side as shown in FIG. 2. In other words, the problem was that the wearer was

forced to take an uncomfortable posture by bending forward in order to find the

projection which is difficult to visually identify.

Secondly, the problem was that the wearer had to feel about the projection with the finger,

due to the wearer's difficulty in visually identifying the projection. In other words, since

the device cannot be removed without having a finger touch her labia where urine and
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body fluids are adherent, it is necessary and bothersome to wash her hands, and making

her finger toiich her labia also psychologically gives a feeling of lacking in sanitation.

Thirdly, the problem was that if rings and the like are to be attached to the clothes-side or

opposite side of the device, it must be attached by penetrating through the device due to

the shape of the attachment. In other words, although the opposite side of the device is

generally comprised by water impermeable material to prevent leakage of absorbed urine

and bddy fluids to the clothes-side, the problem is that attachment of rings and the like

results in opening a hole in smdthe water impermeable material, thus leading to leakage.

With this kind of device, it is not possible to simultaneously secure two basic

functionalities, namely, cleanliness by not staining a wide portion of the wearer's skin and

security ofreducing attachment of stains to underwear.

The present invention was made after studying the above problems and its objective is

not only simultaneously securing two basic functionahties, namely, cleanliness by not

staining a wide portion of the wearer's skiri and security ofreducing attachment of stains

to underwear, but also to provide an interlabial pad which can be quickly, easily, and also

sanitarily removed from between the labia.

DISCLOSURE SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

To solve the above problem, in the state of fixation ofthe interlabial pad to the labia, an

embodiment of the present invention provides a pull-up body for the interlabial pad,

wherein saidthe pull-up body projects outward from the interlabial pad, making it

possible to not only simultaneously secure ba^ic functionalities, namely, cleanliness by

not staining a wide portion of the wearer's skin and security ofreducing attachment of

stains to underwear, but also to provide an interlabial pad which can be quickly, easily,

and also sanitarily removed from between the labia.

More specifically, an embodiment of the present invention provides the following.
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flr)-An interlabial pad being fixed between labia comprising including a water permeable

cover sheet facing a body side and an impermeable support sheet facing a garment side

wherein the cover sheet and the support sheet are bonded with an absorbent body

disposed in between the cover sheet and the support sheet: a pull-up body projected from

saktthe interlabial pad for removing saktthe interlabial pad.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRA.WINGS

FIG. ] shows the confmuration of an embodiment of the interlabial pad according to the

present invention. FIG. 1(a) is a top view illustration. FIG. Uh) is the cross-section along

I-r of FIG, Ifa).

FIG. 2 is a perspective illustration showing the configuration of a conventional

incontinence preventive device.

FIG. 3 is a top view illustration showing the configuration of the interiabial pad

according to an embodiment of the nresent invention.

FIG. 4 is a bottom view illustration showing the configuration of the interlabial pad

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 5 is a side view illustration showing the configuration of the interlabial pad

according to an embodiment of the present invention when it is folded.

FIG. 6 is a top view illustration showing the configuration ofthe interlabial pad

according to an embodiment of the nresent invention.

FIG. 7 is a side view illustration showing the configuration of the interlabial pad

according to an embodiment of the present invention when it is folded.

FIG. 8 is a top view illustration showing the configuration of the interlabial pad

according to an embodiment ofthe present invention.
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FIG. 9 shbws an I-f cross-section ofthe interlabial pad shown in FIG. 8,

FIG. 10 shows a cross-section ilhistration showing the configuration of the interlabial pad

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 1 1 shows a cross-section illustration showing the configuration of the interlabial pad

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 12 i s a top view illustration showing the configuration ofthe interlabial pad

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 13 is an enlarged view of the pull-up body of the interlabial pad according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 14 is an enlarged view ofthe puU-ud body of the interlabial pad according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 15 is a perspective illustration showing the configuration of the interlabial pad

according to an embodiment of the present inventibil

FIG. 16 is a perspective illustration showing the configuration ofthe interlabial pad

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 17 is a process showing the procedures for opening the mapping body according to

an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG . 18 is a pei^pective illustration showing the configuration of the wrapping body

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 19 is a perspective illustration showing the configuration of the wi'apping body
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according to an embodiment pfthe present invention.

FIG, 20 is a perspective illustration showing the configuration ofthe wrapping body

accord ing; to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 21 is a cross-section showing the configuration of the interiabial i^ad according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 22 is a cross-section showing the configuration of the interiabial pad according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 23 is a cross-section showing the configuration of the interiabial pad according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 24 is a ton view illustration showing the embodiment of tlie mini-sheet niece ofthe

interiabial pad according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 25 is an explanatory illustration showing the procedures for application of the

interiabial pad according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 26 is a top view illustration showing the embodiment of the mini-sheet piece ofthe

interiabial pad according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 27 is a top view il lustration showing the embodiment of the mini-sheet piece of the

interiabial pad according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 28 is a cross-section showing the configuration ofthe interiabial pad according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 29 is a top view illustration showing the configuration of the interiabial pad

according to an embodiment of the present invention
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FIG. 30 is a side view illustration showing the configuration ofthe interlabial pad

according to an embodiment of the present invention when it is folded.

FIG. 31 is a process chart showinjJ: the procedures for removal and discard of the

interlabial pad according to an embodiment of the present invention>

FIG. 32 is a top view illustration showing the configuration of the interlabial pad

according to an embodiment of flie present invention.

FIG. 33 is a bottom view illustration showing the configuration of the interlabial pad

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 34 is the I-f cross-section of the interlabial pad shown in FIG. 32.

FIG. 35 is a cross-section showing the configuration ofthe interlabial pad according to an

enibodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 36 is an illustration to explain the length dimension of the lateral direction of the

interlabial pad.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The-An interlabial pad according to an embodiment of the present invention is provided

with a pull-up body which projects fi-om the interlabial pad, and when saidthe interlabial

pad is fixed to the labia, the pull-up body is exposed to the outside ofthe labia.

Furthermore, the pull-up body is of sufficient size to pick with the fingers, which allows

the wearer to easily remove the interlabial pad fi-om between the labia by picking and

pulling the pull-up body.

Additionally, it is extremely easy for the wearer to visually identify the pull-up body and

it is not necessary to feel about the pull-up body with the fmger because the pull-up body
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is exposed to the outside ofthe labia. Thus, a situation where the labia covered with

menstrual blood and body fluid contact a finger upon removal ofthe interlabial pad is

prevented. Therefore, it is not needed to wash hands after removing the interlabial pad

and the system does not give the wearer a psychological insanitation feeling.

Furthermore, unlike a conventional ring or the like, the pull-up body can be attached

without puncturing (without opening a hole in) the interlabial pad so that a situation to

lead to leakage can be avoided. Thus, it is possible to simultaneously retain basic

functioriaKties, namely, cleanliness by not staining a wide portion of the wearer's skin and

reduction of stains to xmderwear.

(3>The interlabial pad accordins^ to ( I), wherein saidis also provided such that the pull-

up body projects from a front end ofsaidthe interlabial pad or from a side edge ofsmdthe

interlabial pad.

According to an embodiment of the interlabial pad ofthe present invention, the pull-up

body is provided to project from the front end of the interiabial pad (the region located

near the wearer's clitoris upon wearing) or the side edge (the region located near the

wearer's femoral region). Thus, during wearing the interiabial pad, saidthe pull-up body is

exposed as it projects from the wearer's labia toward the body front or as it projects from

the wearer's labia toward the clothing side perpendicular to the wearer's labia.

As shown in FIGS. 3 and 4 for example, an embodiment of the interiabial pad according

to the present invention is composed ofincludes a water permeable covering sheet 41 and

a water impermeable support sheet 42, wherein saMthe covering sheet and support sheet

are in a form of enclosing an absorbent body which absorbs menstrual blood and bonded

together. When the interlabial pad is worn, the pad is used by facing the covering sheet

41 to the body side, aiid facing the support sheet 42 to the clothing side. Additionally, in

the illustrated example, the support sheet 42 is adhered to the pull-up body 48. At the

edge (the edge closer to the body front) ofthe longitudinal direction of the interlabial pad

44, the pull-up body 48 is shaped so that the pull-up body projects even toward the body
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front from the tip ofthe saidthe edge.

For the interlabial pad 44 as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, the pad is folded in a transverse

direction 46b along a substantial center line 46a in the longitudinal direction (see FIG. 5)

and fixed by being sandwiched between the labia. In this state where the pad is fixed to

the labia, the pull-up body 48 is projecting from the labia toward the body front so that

the pull-up body 48 may be easily identified visually by the wearer. Thus, upon removal

of tiie interlabial pad 44, the wearer does not have to take an uncomfortable posture by

bending forward in order to feel about the pull-up body 48 with the fmger.

The pull-up body according to an embodiment of the present invention is not limited to a

pull-up body projecting from the tip ofs^the edge toward the body front, sai^the edge

(the edge closer to the body front) being located on the interlabial pad 44 along the

lotigitudinal direction, as shown FIGS. 3 and 4. For example, the pull-up body may

include a projecting member from the side edge (ofthe interlabial pad) farther toward the

side as shown in FIG. 6 or 29.

When the interlabial pad 44 is fixed to the labia as shown in FIGS. 7 and 30, the pad is

folded along the longitudinal direction 46a, and sandwiched between the labia. Thus, the

pull-up body 48 is exposed as it projects toward the body front, or exposed as it projects

toward the clothes-side in a perpendicular direction, depending upon the wearing state of

the interlabial pad 44 to the labia.

When the interlabial pad is removed from the labia and discarded into the toilet, it may

happen that it is not easy to flush out the discarded pad if the pad is thrown with the

support sheet side (clothing contact face) facing down since the interlabial pad floats on

water because the support sheet is water impermeable. Concerning this point, in cases as

shown in FIG. 30 where the pull-up body 48 projects from the side edge of the interlabial

pad 44 farther toward the side direction, the pull-up body 48 can be pulled by the hand 58

and after the interlabial pad 44 is removed from the labia 57, the support sheet side of the

interlabial pad 44 (labial inner wall contact face) can spontaneously face downwards
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when the interlabial pad 44 faces downwards by turning the hand downward as shown in

FIG. 3 1 . If the interlabial pad 44 is discarded in such state, saidthe support sheet side will

absorb water and the interlabial pad 44 sinks by its own weight. Thus, the interlabial pad

44 has an advantage ofbeing quickly flushed out without floating on the water surface.

For the structure shown in FIGS. 6 and 29, it is preferable that the length (dimension of

the projected direction) of the pull-up body 48 is at least 10 mm, arid it is more preferable

that the length is in the range of 10 to 60 mm, smce the length of the pull-up body

facilitates being picked by the wearer. On the other hand, it is preferable that the width

(dimension in the direction perpendicular to the projection direction) of the pull-up body

48 is at least 5 mm, arid it is more preferable that the width is in the range from 10 to 20

mm.

Provided that the interlabial pad is exposed to the outside of the labia in being fixed

between the labia, the pull-up body of an embodiment of the interlabial pad according to

the present invention may be in a sheet form as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, and FIGS. 6 and

29, and also, for example, may be in a shnilar form to a draw line of a tampon.

Specifically, after bundling multiple filaments, twined thread which is adjusted in the

range of 500 to 5000 dtex by twining can be used and saidthe thread should be attached

so that it is exposed to the outside of the labia when the interlabial pad is fixed to the

labia.

(3)-The interlabial pad according to (1) or (2), whoroincan be provided such that a

garment side surface ofsaidthe cover sheet and a body side surface ofsaidthe support

sheet are bonded at a peripheral edge of saidthe interlabial pad to forai a peripheral edge

bonding area; and wherein a part of saidthe peripheral edge bonding area is to form

saidthe pull-up body.

In an embodiment of the interlabial pad according to the present invention, for example,

as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, the pull-up body 48 may be separately attached. And the pull-

up body may be an extension of part ofthe interlabial pad. For example, as shown in
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FIGS. 8 and 9, a portion ofthe peripheral bonding area 45 may be considered as a pull-up

body 48 which projects toward the body front from the edge ofthe body front side of the

interlabial pad 44, wherein saidthe peripheral bonding area 45 is made by bonding the

garment side surface ofthe covering sheet 41 and the body side surface of the support

sheet 42 at the peripheral edge of the interlabial pad 44. The above-described

embodiment has an advantage that it is easier to form the pull-up body compared to the

embodiment of separately attaching the pull-up body.

{4)-The interlabial pad according to (1) or (2), whereincan be provided such that at the

peripheral edge ofsaidthe interlabial pad, a garment side surface ofsaidthe cover sheet

and a body side surface ofsaidthe support sheet are bonded to form a peripheral edge

bonding area; and wherein saidthe cover sheet is projected from saidthe peripheral edge

bonding area so that saidthe projected cover sheet is to form saidthe pull-up body.

In a similar configuration ofthe pull-up body of the interlabial pad as deocribod above in

the pull-up body may be formed by a projection of only the covering sheet, instead of

a projection ofthe whole peripheral bonding area. For example, as shown in FIG. 10, the

pull-up body 48 may be formed by a projection of the covering sheet 41 from the

peripheral bonding area 45, wherein saidthe projecting covering sheet 41 projects toward

the body front from the edge ofthe body front side ofthe interiabial pad 44. The above-

described embodiment also has an advantage that it is easier to form the pull-up body

compared to the embodiment of separately attaching the pull-up body.

(§>The interlabial pad accordin^g to (I) or (2), whorcincan be provided such that in the

peripheral edge ofsaidthe interlabial pad, a garment side surface ofsaidthe cover sheet

and a body side surface ofsaidthe support sheet are bonded to form a peripheral edge

bonding area; and wherein s^the support sheet is projected from saidthe peripheral edge

bonding area so that saidthe projected support sheet is to form smdthe pull-up body.

In a similar configuration of the pull-up body of the interlabial pad as deocribod abovo in

(5), the pull-up body may be formed by a projection ofonly the support sheet, instead of
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a projection of the whole peripheral bonding area. For example, as shown in FIG. 1 1, the

pull-up body 48 may be formed by a projection of the support sheet 42 from the

peripheral bonding area 45, wherein smdthe projecting support sheet 42 projects toward

the body front from the edge ofthe body front side of the interlabial pad 44. The above-

described embodiment can also obtain the same effect as the interlabial pad previously

described according to the above (3) or
(
4) can .

(6)-The interlabial pad according to any one from (1) to (5), comprisingcan also have a

discontinuous part fontned on a part ofsmdthe pull-up body.

The interlabial pad according to an embodiment of the present invention preferably may

have a discontinuous part 50 formed as a part of the pull-up body 48, for example, as

shown in FIG. 12. By forming a discontinuous part 50, oozing ofmenstmal blood

absorbed by the interlabial pad 44 can be blocked by the discontinuous part 50 so that it

is prevented that menstrual blood oozes out to the pull-up body 48, which may cause that

a finger is stained by the blood when the interlabial pad 44 is removed,

f?)-The interlabial pad according (6), whcroincan be provided such that saidthe

discontinuous part comprises an opening portion or a cut portion formed in saidthe pull-

up body.

A specific example ofthe discontinuous part is, for example, an opening portion 50a or a

cut portion inade in the pull-up body 48 as shown in FIG. 13. To prevent oozing of

menstrual blood absbrbed by the interlabial pad 44, it is preferable for the interlabial pad

to be long in the lateral direction of the pad.

{8)-The interlabial pad according to (7), whcroincan be provided such that -satdthe

opening portion or cut portion formed in saidthe pull-up body is in a shape without a

sharp comer.

The opening portion or the incision portion made in the pull-up body may be in the fomi
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ofhaving comers as the opening portion 50a is shown in FIG. 13, but a form ofhaving no

corners is preferable, for example as shown in the Opening part 50b in FIG. 14. In other

words, the pull-up body 48 is pulled toward the body front side upon removal ofthe

interlabial pad 44 from between the labia. But in the case of the form having comers as

the opening portion 50a is shown in FIG. 13, stress is concentrated at the comer part and

the pull-up body may be tom from soidthe comer part. Concerning this point, if the form

(form having a curvature) has no comer in the opening part 50b as shown in FIG. 14,

stress is deconcentrated so that such situation can be prevented.

(9)-The interlabial pad according to any ono from (1) to (8), comprioingcan also have a

compressed area for confrolling oozing of liquid formed near a boundary between sadthe

pull-up body and saidthe peripheral edge bonding area.

The term "compressed area" as used in this specification is defined as an area being

localized near a boundary ofthe pull-up body and peripheral bonding area formed by

compressing at least the covering sheet and support sheet. The compressed covering sheet

and support sheet have high density, so as to achieve a confrolling effect on liquid oozing.

Therefore, it is possible to prevent menstmal blood from oozing to the pull-up body such

that a situation that a finger is stained with the menstraal blood upon pulling the pull-up

body to remove from the pad is prevented.

The compressed area can be formed by compressing at least the covering sheet and

support sheet, for example, emboss processing (preferably heat emboss processing) and

the like. The emboss processing patterns which form the compressed area may be for

example, line-shaped, dot-shaped and the Hke. It is more preferable to be dot-shaped

considering flexible fittability between the labia. The dot-shaped pattern may preferably

have, for example, 0.3 to 1.0 mm^ dot-shaped emboss processed portions arranged with

0.5 to 2 mm intervals.

The compressed area may preferably have a length (a dimension ofthe pad in the

longitudinal direction) in the range of 0.3 to 2.0 mm considering stiffiiess during wearing,
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a width (a contour dimension if the compressed area is formed along the peripheral edge

ofthe absorbent body) in the range of 3 to 20 mm and considering flexible wearability

between the labia.

(M))-The interlabial pad according to any one from (1) to (9), compriGin j^can also have a

mini sheet piece being bonded in at least one bonding area in each side in the longitudinal

direction of sakithe support sheet on the garment side ofsaidthe support sheet and having

at least one or more non-bonded area in the lateral direction ofsaidthe support sheet; and

a finger insertion opening which directly secures a fingerbreadth opening in the surface

direction ofsmdthe support sheet and is formed between the mini sheet piece and the

support sheet by utilizing sakithe at least one non-bonded area.

According to an embodiment of the present invention, the interlabial pad may have a

mini-sheet piece 52 attached to form a finger insertion opening 53 as shown in FIGS. 15

and 16 for example. As shown in FIGS. 15 and 16, in the mini-sheet piece 52, at least one

sleeve portion ofthe two sleeve portions ofthe mini-sheet piece 52 along the lateral

direction ofsaidthe support sheet is a non-bonded portion to the surface of the support

sheet 42. Thus, a sleeve opening is formed between the non-bonded sleeve portion ofthe

mini-sheet 52 and the support sheet 42, so that the sleeve opening forms a finger insertion

opening 53 where a finger may be inserted.

Also, along the longitudinal direction ofthe support sheet 42, the mini-sheet piece 52 is

only bonded on the right and left side part of the support sheet 42, and the inside is not

bonded (attached) to the support sheet.

Therefore, the mini-sheet piece 52 is attached in the state ofbridging one side of the

support sheet 42 to the other side so that a space which has both open ends or one closed

end (finger insertion space) is formed at a hollow part where the mini sheet piece bridges

from one side to the other side. S^klThe space may be retained by inserting a finger.

The term "finger breadth" as used in this specification is defmed as not being the
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thickness of the finger, but specifically the width of the finger in the direction ofthe

spread of the nail. The "finger breadth opening" is defined as an opening which has a

sufficient size to insert the finger.

Additionally, to "directly secure" the finger breadth opening in the direction of the

surface of the support sheet means that the pad itself is made to form primarily a shape

suitable for finger insertion when the finger is inserted in a natural way to wear the pad

(in a maimer that the finger is inserted with the finger cushion facing the garment side

surface of the support sheet). Thus, it may be excluded that a finger breadth opening is

secondarily formed in the surface direction ofthe support sheet by turning the finger after

the wearer inserts it.

For the pad with a mini-sheet piece as described above, it is possible to temporarily fix

and secure the pad at the fingertip by inserting the finger into smdthe finger insertion

opening. In this case, the finger insertion opening is formed as an opening offinger width

of the wearer, the flattened shape ofthe fingertip is naturally inserted tangentially to the

surface of the support sheet without being inserted in a different direction from the

support sheet. In other words, the finger insertion opening conforms to the shape of the

wearer's fingertip and takes a widened shape in the direction of the support sheet surface

so as to determine the finger insertion direction of the wearer and let the wearer search

accurately for a wearing point with the finger cushion touching for the point.

Thus, making it possible to apply the pad in the right position by locating the exact

wearing point although it is difficult to wear the pad between the labia with the help of

the vision.

Furthermore, in am embodiment of the present invention, the "side" ofthe longitudinal

direction of the support sheet includes not only the peripheral edge portion ofthe pad but

also the vicinity of the peripheral edge portion of the mini-sheet which may be bonded.

(H^The interlabial pad according to claim (10), whoroincan be provided such that the
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pull-up body is a part of sa-kitlie mini sheet piece.

As mentioned above, the pull-up body according to aii embodiment of the present

invention may be formed by projection of the entire peripheral edge bonding area or

projection of only the covering sheet or the support sheet, but the pull-up body may also

be formed by extension of part of the above mentioned mini-sheet piece. For example, in

the interlabial pad shown in FIGS. 32, 33 and 34, the pull-up body 48 is formed by

further extension of the belt-shaped side edge part of the mini-sheet piece 52 toward the

sides ofthe pad. In this embodiment, the center portion ofthe mini-sheet piece 52 defines

a space for finger insertion with the support sheet 42, and the end parts form the pull-up

body 48 (see FIG. 34). Compared to the embodiment of separately attaching the pull-up

body, the advantage of this embodiment is that it is easier to form the pull-up body.

(i2)-An interlabial pad according to any ono from (1) to (1 1), wliereincan be further

provided such that the pad is an interlabial pad which is used together with a sanitary

napkin.

There have been users to use some sanitary napkins (as referred to a "napkin" in the

following description) laminated with each other when a large volume of menstrual blood

is expected. However, there has been a problem of the bad wear feeling such as stiffiiess

and the noticeability (remarkable) of the pad from the outside of the garment.

Furthermore, since the napkins are laminated at other than the vicinity ofthe ostium

vaginae, which is the only place the laminated napkins are needed, rash or stuffy feeling

may be caused. However, ifthe pad and the napkin are used together, the sanitary product

is laminated only around the ostium vaginae. Thereby, the problem may be resolved.

Further only the pad may be replaced without replacing the napkin so that the wearer

does not have to carry a remarkable size ofnapkin. The term "sanitary napkin" as used in

this specification includes not only a napkin sold for absorbing menstrual blood, but also

a sheet for absorbing vaginal discharge.

(i3)-An interlabial pad according to any ono from (1) to (12), whoroincan be provided
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such that satdtthe interlabial pad is a pad for an incontinence.

According to an embodiment of the interlabial pad of the present invention, the pad may

be used as an incontinence absorb pad. Both ostium vaginae where the menstrual blood is

discharged and a urethral meatus where urine is discharged are located between the labia

so that the interlabial pad between the labia can absorb urine according to tho prosont

irivention.

As described hereinbefore, the pad according to an embodiment ofthe present invention

can absorb urine between the labia, especially around the urethral meatus so that it may

be quite effective as an incontinence absorbing pad, especially, in the case of a light

incontinence.

fir4)-An interlabial pad according to any one from (1) to (12), whcrQincan be further

provided such that smdthe interlabial pad is a pad for absorbing vaginal discharge.

In accordance with an embodiment of the invention, the interlabial pad can be used for a

pad for absorbing the vaginal discharge. Since the interlabial pad is used between labia

and can absorb the excretion (vaginal discharge) other than the menstrual blood from the

ostilim vaginae, it may be used for such purpose (for absorbing the vaginal discharge).

As described above, the pad may absorb the vaginal discharge in order to decrease the

discomfort for the wearer, so that it is useful for the wearer who is not menstruating.

fl4>-A wrapping body for wrapping sa^an interlabial pad as recited in any one from (1)

to (1 1 ), wherein saidcan be provided such that the interlabial pad is enclosed in a

wrapping container for an individual wrapping.

Individual wrapping of the interlabial pad allows the wearer to carry a pad one by one

piece (one by one individual wrapping body). In this embodiment, compared with the

case of wrapping multiple pads in one wrapping container, each pad may be kept in a
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sanitary condition, and it is easier to carry one pad so as to ease handling.

(i^The wrapping body for wrapping smdthe interlabial pad as rocitod in any one of (9)

to ( lyl), wherein said can be further provided such that the interlabial pad is enclosed in a

wrapping container for individual wrapping with an unwrapping portion, wherein saidthe

interlabial pad is enclosed in saidthe wrapping container so that saidthe finger insertion

opening opens toward saidthe unwrapping portion.

The phrase "so that the finger insertion opening opens toward saidthe unwrapping

portion" means that, as shown in FIG. 17, it is enclosed so that, upon unwrapping the

wrapping body 54, the mini-sheet piece 52, and the finger insertion opening which is

formed by the mini-sheet piece is exposed such that the finger may be immediately

inserted into the fmger insertion opening 53. For example, the wrapping body 54 shown

ill FIG. 17 is unwrapped by pulling the tab tape 55 attached to the upper side of the

wrapping container 56 toward the right ofthe figure, and the container 54 may be opened

towards the right and the left indicated by arrows with circled "1" and "2."^-^^ Then

the finger insertion opening 53 is exposed to the unwrapping portion so that the finger

insertion opening opens toward the saidthe unwrapping portion. Thus, the wearer may

immediately insert the finger into the finger insertion opening 53.

(i^The wrapping body according to (16), whereincan be provided such that-said the

interlabial pad is enclosed in saidthe wrapping container so that saidthe mini sheet piece

is folded toward the garment side along a substantially center line in the longitudinal

direction ofsaidthe interlabial pad.

The phrase "folded toward the garment side" includes not only a state of the mini sheet

piece folded completely with the garment side surface of the mini sheet piece outwards,

but also a state ofthe mini sheet piece curved with the garment side surface ofthe mini

sheet piece outwards. By thus enclosing the interlabial pad 44 in the wrapping container

66, the folded finger insertion opening 53 spontaneously opens upon unwrapping of the

wrapping container 66, so that the wearer may easily identify the place to insert the finger
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so as to miake application of the interlabial pad faster and easier.

In this embodiment, provided that the mini-sheet piece is "folded toward the garment

side", it is not required for the entire interlabial pad to be "folded toward the garment

side". Therefore, for example, as shown in FIG. 18, in addition to the wrapping body 64

enclosing the entire interlabial pad 44, wherein saidthe interlabial pad is "folded toward

the garment side to be enclosed in the wrapping container 66, wherein only the mini-

sheet piece 52 may be "folded toward the garment side" as shown in FIG. 19, and

according to an embodiment ofthe present invention, the wrapping body may include a

wrapping body 74, wherein the main body ofthe interlabial pad 44 is folded backward

from the garment side in the wrapping container 66 such that the garment side surface is

folded inwardly.

Additionally, the method ofunwrapping the wrapping container is not particularly limited,

as shown in FIGS. 18 and 19. It may be unwrapped by cutting offthe upper end ofthe

wrapping container 66, or else, as shown in FIG. 20. It may be a wrapping container 86

that is unwrapped from the upper end to both sides (in a manner of a so-called "double

doors").

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0076] FIG. 1 shows the configuration of the interlabial pad according to the prosont

invention. FIG. 1(a) is a top \iovv illuatration. FIG. 1(b) is the cross section along A A of

FIG. 1(a).

[0077] FIG. 2 is a perspective illustration showing tho configuration of a conventional

incontinence preventive device.

[0078] FIG, 3 is a top view illuotration showing the configuration of the interlabial pad

according to the present invention.
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[0079] FIG. 1 is g bottom viov^^ illuotration Ghowing the oonfigiiration of tho intcrlabial

pad aocording to tho present invontion;

[0080] FIG. 5 is a oide view illuGtratiou ohowing the configuration oftho intorlabial pad

according to the present invontion whon it is folded.

[0081] FIG. 6 io a top viow^ illustration Ghowing tho configuration of the intorlabial pad

according to the preseint invontion.

[0082] FIG. 7 is a side view illuotration ohowing tho configuration of the intorlabial pad

according to the present invontion whon it io folded.

[0083] FIG. 8 is a top view illustration allowing tho configuration oftho intorlabial pad

according to the present invention.

[0081] FIG. 9 ohowG an A A* cfoos section ofthe intorlabial pad shown in FIG . 8.

[0085] FIG. 10 shows a cross Gcction illustration showing the configuration of the

interlabial pad according to tho present im^ontion.

[0086] FIG. 1 1 shows a croGG section illustration showing tho configuration oftho

interlabial pad according to the present invontion.

[0087] FIG. 12 is a top view illustration ohowing tho configuration of tho intorlabial pad

according to tho present invention.

[0088] FIG. 13 is an enlarged viow of the pull up bod>^ of tho intorlabial pad according to

the preoont invention.

[0089] FIG. 1 1 io an enlarged view of the pull up body ofthe intorlabial pad according to

the present invontion.
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[0090] FIG. 15 is a perspective illuotration ohowing the configuration of tho intcrlabial

pad according to the present invention.

[0091] FIG. 16 is a perspective illustration showing the configuratjion of the intorlabial

pad according to the present invention.

[0092] FIG. 17 is a process chart showing the procedures for opening the wrapping body

according to the present invention,

[0093] FIG. 18 is a perspective illustration showing the configuration of the wrapping

body according to the present invention.

[0091] FIG. 19 is g perspective illustration showing tho configuration of tho wapping

body according to tho present invention.

[0095] FIG. 20 is a perspective illustration showing tho configuration of tho WTapping

body according to the present invention.

[0096] FIG. 21 is a cross section showing the configuration of tho intcrlabial pad

according to the present invention.

[0097] FIG. 22 is a cross section showing tho configuration oftho intorlabial pad

according to the present invention.

[0098] FIG. 23 is a cross section showing the configuration of tho interlabial pad

according to the present invention.

[0099] FIG. 21 is a top view illustration showing tho ombodiment of the mini shoot piece

of the interlabial pad according to the present invention.
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[01 00] FIG. 25 is an explanatory illustration showing the prooedures for application of

the interlabial pad according to the present invention.

[01 01] FIG. 26 is a top view illustration showing the embodiment of the mini sheet piece

of the interlabial pad according to the present invention.

[01 02] FIG. 27 is a top view illustration showing the embodiment of the mini sheet piooo

ofthe interlabial pad according to the present invention.

[0103] FIG. 28 is a cross section showing the configuration of the interlabial pad

according to the present in\^Qntion.

[0101] FIG. 29 is a top view illustration showing the configuration of the interlabial pad

according to the present invention

[0105] FIG. 30 is a side view^ illustration showing the configuration ofthe interlabial pad

according to the present invention when it is folded.

[0106] FIG. 31 is g process chart showing the procedures for removal and discard of the

interlabial pad according to the present invention.

[0107] FIG. 32 is a top view illustration showing the configuration ofthe interlabial pad

according to the present invention.

[0108] FIG. 33 is a bottom view illustration showing the configuration of the interlabial

pad according to the present invention.

[0109] FIG. 31 is the A A' cross section of the interlabial pad show^n in FIG. 32.

[0110] FIG. 35 is a cross section showing the configuration ofthe interlabial pad

according to the present invention.
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[Oil 1] FIG. 36 is an iJluotration to explain tho length dimension of tho latoral dirootion of

the interlabial pad.

BEST MODE OF Ci\IlRYl>iG OUT THE INVE>?TIO>J

Below are descriptions on examples of the preferred embodiments according to the

present invention with referral to the illustrations. It is to be noted that in this

specification, interlabial pad "width" refers to the dimension in the lateral direction of the

interlabial pad, whereas interlabial pad "length" refers to the dimension in the

longitudinal direction.

FIG. 1 shows the interlabial gadM-pad 14 according to the present invention. FIG. 1(a) is

a top view illustration. FIG. 1(b) is the A-AW' cross-section ofFIG. 1(a).

[(A) Basic Composition ofthe Interlabial Pad]

As shown in FIG. 1(a) and FiG. 1(b), the basic interlabial pad 14 according to the present

invention is an embodiment formed by bonding a water permeable covering sheet 1 1 and

water impermeable support sheet 12 and wherein the covering sheet and support sheet

enclose an absorbent body 13 which absorbs menstrual blood. The covering sheet 1 1 and

support sheet 12 are bonded at the peripheral edge portion ofthe pad, and this forms the

peripheral edge bonding portion 15. Upon wearing, the covering sheet 1 1 is used while

facing the body side, and the support sheet 12 is used while facing the garment side.

Additionally, in the illustrated example, a pull-up body 18 is adhered to the support sheet

12.

The pull-up body may be a pull-up body formed by extending the peripheral edge

bonding portion of the covering sheet and support sheet, in which the pull-up body may
be formed by extension ofonly the covering sheet and support sheet, but a pull-up body

18 can also be separately attached as shown in FIG. 1 . hi this case, the material is not
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particularly limited, but the same material as the covering sheet and support sheet may be

used.

The shape ofthe pull-up body is not particularly limited, but it is necessary for the shape

to prevent the finger from contacting a labia inner wall upon removal of the interlabial

pad while picking the pull-up body. It is necessary that upon wearing the pad, the pull-up

body projects forward out of the vaginal crevice so that the wearer may identify it

directly by vision. Thus, as shown in the illustration, ifthe pull-up body 1 8 is formed so

that it projects even further toward the body front from the tip (an edge portion closer to

the body front) of the peripheral edge in the longitudinal direction ofthe interlabial pad

14, the length is preferably at least 5 mm. It is, more preferable that it is in the range of 8

to 30 mm. If the length is less than this range, the wearer cannot visually identify the

pull-up body, which may lead to the fingers contacting the labial inner wall and

surrounding region of the labia. If the length exceeds this range, the pull-up body loses its

ishape during wearing, arid there is a possibility for the pull-up body to become too hard

to be pinched upon removal. Concerning easiness ofpinching the body upon removal, the

width is preferably at least 5 mm or more.

The general shape of the interlabial pad 14 is not particularly limited as long as the pad

14 has a suitable shape for fitting itselfbetween the labia. It is preferable that the shape is

substantially elongated in the longitudinal direction. For example, an ellipsoid shape, an

ovoid shape, a gourd shape, a tear drop shape, and the like may be appUed.

The size ofthe interlabial pad 14 preferably should be determined after considering: easy

insertion between the labia, retainability in the labia itself, and close contact without any

gap between the labia and the interlabial pad. From such a viewpoint, the length is

preferably in the range of 80 to 150 mm, more preferably in the range of90 to 120 mm. If

the length exceeds this range, a part ofthe interlabial pad may not be inserted between

the labia, and the part may contact a sanitary napkin or an underwear, such that it is Hkely

that the interiabial pad falls offbetween the labia. If the length is under this range, a gap

between the interlabial pad and the labia may be developed because the contact area
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between the labial inner wall and interlabial pad is reduced. Thus, it is more likely that

the interlabial pad falls offbetween the labia by an impact due to a body pressure,

wearer's movements, and the like. Additionally, the apparent dimension in the lateral

direction of the interlabial pad is preferably in the range of 10 to 60 mm, more preferably

in the range of20 to 40 mm. If the longitudinal dimension in the lateral direction is

longer than 60 mm, a part which does not fit between the labia may rub against the

wearer*s femoral region, and there is possibility for the interlabial pad to fall offbecause a

friction force may exceed the pmching force between the labia. Also, if the linear

dimension in the lateral direction is less than 10 mm, the portion pinched between the

labia is reduced so that the contact area with the inside ofthe labia is decreased, it is

increased for the interlabial pad to fall off In addition, the above "apparent" means that

the linear dimension is the minimal distance between two points (corresponding to the V
in FIG. 36). This is specifically defined because such distance may be measured by

tracing between two points over the up-and-down surface, i.e., it may be the actual length,

between the two points on the unfolded sheet (corresponding to theW in FIG. 36) in

relation to the manufacturing process. Related to the thickness, considering comfortable

wearability, thickness is preferably in the range of 2 to 10 mm, more preferably in the

range of 3 to 6 mm.

The size of the absorption pad 13 enclosed by the covering sheet 1 1 and/or support sheet

12 is preferably made 2 to 10 mm smaller than the configuration outer line of the

covering sheet 1 1 and/or support sheet 12, in order to prevent hardening ofthe fiinge part

and worsen the wear feeling upon enclosure in the covering sheet 1 1 and/or support sheet

12.

An embodiment of the entire interlabial pad, for example as shown in FIG. 21, is a

bonded type, wherein an absorbent body 13 is enclosed between a covering sheet 1 1 and

a support sheet 12, and a peripheral edge bonding portion 15 is formed by bonding the

covering sheet 1 1 and the support sheet 12 at the edge of the interlabial pad. In this

embodiment, a water permeable material may lie between the covering sheet 1 1 and the

absorbent body 13. Another embodiment, although not illustrated, is an encapsulated type
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arid the like, wherein after arrangement of a support sheet under the absorbent body, it is

formed by integrally wrapping a covering sheet around both components.

Yet another embodiment can have a three dimensional structure, wherein part of the

absorbent body 13 is protruded toward the body-side for example, as shown in FIG. 22,

or alternately have the three dimensional structure as shown in FIG. 23, whereiii an upper

absorbent body 13a arid a lower absorbent body 13b, which have different widths, are

stacked upon each other, and the front/back region or the contact region is bonded

together, and other like embodiments. These embodiments are preferable because of their

high conforriiity against the labial shape.

[Covering Sheet]

Since the covering sheet is the region which directly contacts the labial inner wall, it is

preferably composed of material, that does iiot aggravate the skin. For example, singular

one or a mixtiire ofnonwoven material obtained by production methods such as

meltblown, spun bond, through-air, point bond, needle punch, spun lace and the like can

be used. More specifically, a sheet made from one or an appropriate mixture of material

selected from the group ofrayon, acetate, natural cotton, pulp, or synthetic resin (singular

fiber, or compound fiber with a sheath-core structure) is an example. Among these

material, considering liquid mobility from the inside of the labia aind chemical

stifliulation by activators, and closeness with the labial inner wall, on the body-side,

stacking 40 to 80% ofrayon with fineness of 1 . 1 to 4.4 dtex, fiber length of 7 to 5 1 mm,

sind on the clothes-side, spun lace nonwoven material with thickness adjusted in the range

of 0.13 to 0.50 mm is preferable, wherein nonwoven material is a mixture composed of

14 to 42% ofrayon with fineness of 1.1. to 4.4 dtex and fiber length of 7 to 51 nun,

against the total specific weight per unit area, and 6 to 18% ofPET with fineness of 1.1.

to 4.4 dtex and fiber length of 7 to 51 mm, against the total specific weight per unit area

are mixed, and after it is stacked so the total specific weight per miit area of the two

layers is 20 to 60 g/m^, the fibers are tangled with each other using water flow passage

and dried. In this case, by mixing PET on the clothes-side, it is possible to retain
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closeness with the labial inner wall because it is easier to keep bulkiness even ifthe water

permeable sheet is in a wet state.

[Absorbent Body]

The absorbent body is preferably composed of bulky material which does not easily lose

its shape. For example, a mixture ofmaterial selected from the following group

comprised ofcrushed pulp, raydn, acetate, natural cotton, air-laid pulp treated with

chemical bonds, high water absorption polymer, superabsorbent fiber-Uke polymers,

synthetic fibers, and the like. Additionally, the absorbent body may be made by filling the

inside of the interlabial pad with the before mentioned covering sheet.

The absorbent body may be any material provided that it can absorb and retain liquid

(body fluid), but preferably bulky, does not lose its shape easily, has low chemical

stimulation, and has a high flexibility for fitness with the labia. As a specific example,

wherein pulp with fiber length selected from the range of 1 to 10 mm is stacked in a

thickness of 50 to 150 g/m^ on the garment face side, and a nonwoven fabric sheet on the

body face side, wherein the bulkiness ofsaidthe nonwoven fabric sheet is adjusted to 2 to

10 mm, preferable 3 to 5 mm, and is made into sheet form by stacking 150 to 250 g/m^

and dot-shaped embossing of a mixture, wherein saidthe mixture comprises of60 to 90%

ofrayon selected from fineness in the range of 1.1 to 4.4 dtex, fiber length in the range of

20 to 51 mm, and 40 to 10% of cotton. This allows Uquid to flow easier from the body-

side to the garment side and increases the absorption and retention. Furthermore, it is

possible to absorb more liquid even more efficiently by laying a mesh spun lace

nonwoven fabric made from rayon with 1.1 to 4.4 dtex fineness and 25 to 51 mm fiber

length which is adjusted to specific weight per unit area 15 to 40 g/m^ on the body-side of

the above mentioned pulp layer because liquid can be induced to almost all ofthe pulp

layer by the mesh spun lace by diffusion of liquid that has flowed from the body-side.

[Support Sheet]
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The ingredient material used for the support sheet is a watbr impermeable material which

can prevent leakage ofmenstrual blood retained in the absorbent body from the

interlabial pad. Additionially, it is possible to reduce discomfort during application, by

reducing sweat during application by forming saidthe support sheet with moisture

permeable material

Water impermeable material used for the support sheet can be for example, water

impermeable film in sheet-form made from synthetic resin which is produced as a thin

fihii, air permeable fihn, complex ofnonwoven fabric with laminated film on the back,

and the Hke. A specific example of a composition using water impermeable material is a

composition mainly comprising low density polyethylene (LDPE) resin, where fihn with

density in the range of 0.900 to 0.925 g/cm\ and specific weight per area in the range of

15 to 30 g/m^. SaidThe example takes into consideration flexibility that does not impair

wearability. More preferably, by disposing protruding projection portions by emboss

process on the above film, contact rate may be decreased so that the fiiction resistance

may be reduced in order to reduce the danger for the interlabial pad to fall offbetween

the labia because ofhigh fiiction when the water permeable sheet contacts itself,

concomitantly used pads, imderwear, or the like during application between the labia.

[Mini-sheet Piece]

The ingredient material used for the mini-sheet piece should be selected afl:er considering

enough strength so that the material will not be damages upon insertion of the finger, and

can be selected from the group comprising sheet-like nonwoven fabric, elastic stretch

nonwoven fabric, film, foam fihn, elastic fihn, foam sheets, tissue paper, and the like

used singularly or laminated products of the above mentioned material

Example of embodiments ofthe mini-sheet piece include an embodiment as shown in

FIG. 24, wherein belt-shaped mini-sheet pieces 52 are laterally disposed along the lateral

direction ofthe interlabial pad on garment side surface of the support sheet 42 which

coriiprises the interlabial pad 44. In this embodiment, the mini-sheet piece 52 is fixed to
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both ends of the interlabial pad 44, forming an opening facing the longitudinal direction

ofthe interlabial pad 44, in other words, forms the finger insertion opening 53.

In the above mentioned embodiment, by insertion of the finger 91 into the finger

insertion opening, in which the bail of the finger 91 keeps contact with the support sheet

42, as shown in FIG. 25, the longitudinal direction of the interlabial pad 44 and the

direction ofthe vaginal crevice 92 face the same direction. Therefore, it is possible to the

reliably apply the interlabial pad by pushing the interlabial pad 44 into the inside ofthe

labia with the ball ofthe finger 91.

Additionally, for example, as shown in FIG. 26, the mini-sheet piece may be composed

so that the support sheet 42 constituting the interlabial pad 44 may be completely covered

with the mini sheet piece firom the substantial center region ofthe longitudinal direction

ofthe interlabial pad 44 to one edge 93 ofthe ends ofsaidthe longitudinal direction. In

this embodiment, the tip ofthe fmger 91 is prevented firom becoming exposed fi-om the

mini-sheet piece 52, retaining the state ofno contact between menstrual blood and finger

91, and preferable fi-om the point of allowing sanitary handling.

In addition, for example, as shown in FIG. 27, interlabial pad 44 having a plurality of

belt-shaped mini-sheet pieces 52 arranged with an interval also can prevent the tip ofthe

finger 91 fi^om becoming exposed firom the mini-sheet piece 52, and thus can obtain

about the same effect ofgood hygiene as flie interlabial pad 44 shown in FIG. 26,

Additionally, upon attachment of the mini-sheet piece to the interlabial pad, for example

as in FIG. 28, it is preferable to attach a mini-sheet piece 52 which can retain a three

dimensional shape, wherein the entire interlabial pad 44 is folded in a mountain fold

toward the body side along the substantial center line ofthe longitudinal direction. This

kind of structure is preferable &om the point ofbeing easier for the interlabial pad to fit

to the shape ofthe labia. Additionally, as shown in FIG. 35, compared to embodiments

wherein the pull-up body is separately attached, fiuther extension ofthe side edge of the

mini-sheet piece 52 toward the sides of the interlabial pad 44 to form the pull-up body 48
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is preferable because it has the advantage ofbeing easier to form the pull-up body.

[Fusing Method]

Each ofthe above mentioned ingredient materials are joined by singular or concomitant

use of heat emboss process, ultrasonic sealing, or hot-melt type adhesive, and the like.

[Wrapping Container]

The wrapping container which wraps the interlabial pad of the present invention can be

comprised from those that aheady known in the art. For example, nonwoven fabric

formed from PE (polyethylene), PP (polypropylene), PET (polyethylene terephthalate),

and the like; film with approximately 15 to 60 .mu.m thickness, paper, or laminated

material made by laminating these material, and the like are enumerated.

[(B) Composition of an Interlabial Pad with Biodegradability, Water Dispersibility,

Water Solubility]

Preferably, the interlabial pad of the present invention is composed of biodegradable

material and/or water dispersible material and/or water soluble material. Such an

interlabial pad can be flushed by just dropping into the toilet after use, allowing easy and

sanitary disposal of the interlabial pad, and also can aim to reduce wastes within the toilet.

In this specification, "biodegradability" means degradation by biodegradable bacteria

represented by actinomycetes, under conditions in the presence of other microorganisms,

and following natural life process, under anaerobic conditions or aerobic conditions,

where substances are degraded into gases such as carbon dioxide, methane, and the like;

water; and biomass, wherein biodegradability (biodegradation speed, biodegradation

degree, and the Hke) ofsaidthe substances rivals that ofmaterial found in nature such as

fiallen leaves, or synthetic polymers which are generally identified as having

biodegradabiUty under the same environment. "Water dispersibihty" means the same as
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wafer degradability, where there is no effect from the limited amount ofwater (menstrual

blood) upon use, whereas in conditions of large amounts ofwater or Under water flow,

the fibers are easily dispersible into at least small pieces which cannot clog the toilet

plumbing. "Water solubility" means the property ofnot being affected by limited amount

ofwater (menstrual blood) upon use, but being soluble in large amounts of water or imder

a flow of water.

[Covering Sheet]

As material for the covering sheet to confer biodegradability, water dispersibility, and

water solubihty, for example, wet spun lace nonwoven fabric with fibril length in the

range of 1 to 1.5 mm is enumerated. Additionally, one selected from the group of

biodegradable resin such as polylactic acid, polybutylene succinate, and the like, acetate

or rayon, synthetic fibers and the like, or carie which is a continuous fiber and adjusted in

the range of 50 to 300 g/m^ and defiberized may be used.

[Absorbent Body]

The same material as those used for the previously mentioned covering sheet can be used

as material for conferring biodegradability, water dispersibility, and water solubility to

the absorbent body. Additionally, nonWoven fabric sheet with bulkiness of 2 to 5 mm,

specific weight per unit area 50 to 250 g/m^ made from stacked fiber which is a mixture

of60 to 90% rayon or acetate selected from fineness in the range of 1 . 1 to 6.6 dtex, and

10 to 40% fiber-shaped polymer absorbent and made into a sheet by twining around a

needling. Ifs^the nonwoven fabric sheet is composed with carboxymethylcellulose

fiber, it is more preferable from the standpoint of improving biodegradability, water

dispersibiUty, and water solubility.

[Support Sheet]

Materials which can be used to confer biodegradabiUty, water dispersibility, and water
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solubility, and also liquid impermeability to the support sheet include PVA (polyvinyl

alcohol) fibn, sheet ofpolyvinyl alcohol film with water repellent treatment such as

silicon resin on one or both sides, starch film, fihn whose raw materials are biodegradable

resin such as poly lactic acid or polybutylene succinate, and material made by laminating

the mentioned material with tissue and the like.

[Mini-sheet Piece]

Materials which can be used to confer biodegradability, water dispersibility, and water

solubility to the mini-sheet piece include sheets ofbiodegradable or water soluble resin

made fi'om poly lactic acid, polybutylene, PVA resin and the like.

[Pull-up Body]

Materials which caii be used to confer biodegradability, water dispersibility, and water

solubility to the mini-sheet are the same materials as those listed for the covering sheet

and support sheet. Additionally, the same material as for the previously described mini-

sheet piece may also be used.

[Joining Method]

Additionally, joining methods which can be used to confer biodegradability, water

dispersibility, and water solubility include adhesion by adhesive agents mainly

comprising thermoplastic PVA resin, or adhesion by gel mainly comprising starch glue,

acrylic acid, and including cross-linking agents, plasticizer.

[Wrapping Container]

Wrapping container which can be used to confer biodegradability, water dispersibility,

and water solubility include those composed of fiber sheets made ofwater soluble fibers,

fihn which uses biodegradable or water soluble resins, or laminated material made fi-om
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the above fiber sheet and fihn, laminated material made from the above film and tissue

and the like.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

As described above, in the present invention, in the state of wearing the interiabial pad to

the labia, wherein a pull-up body which projects toward the fi-ontal part of the body is

included, it is possible not only to secure basic functionalities, namely cleaiiHness by not

staining a wide portion ofthe wearer's skin and security ofreducing attachment of stains

to underwear, but also sanitary removal.
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Abstract

The invention relates to aAn interlabial pad used by beingis provided to be fitted between

the^feiiiale labia of a wearer, specifically an interlabial pad which can be used together

with a sanitary napkin, and to a wrapping body in which the interlabial pad is enclosed in

a wrapping container for separate wrapping. Provided is an interlabial pad which has a

basic fiinction of keeping sanitary property that skins of wearers are not contaminated in

wide areas and a sense of safety that stains on underwear can be decreased and, at the

same time, can be removed sanitarily. Provided is an interlabial pad (44>-formed by

bonding a permeable coating sheet (W^and an impermeable support sheet (13>-with an

absorbent body (i^for absorbing blood being enclosed therebetween. The pad

comprises a pull-up body (i^which projects towards the body fi-ont side in the state

where the interlabial pad {44)-is being fitted in the labia.


